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The Behavior of the Equilibrium Point of 

The Green’s Function 

If we consider the Green's Function for the area Bound¬ 

ed By two concentric circles, it is a fact that we shall get 

what is called an equilibrium point. In the actual physical 

experiment, the conditions of the Green's Function were sat¬ 

isfied by taking the positive terminal of a battery as the 

pole and making the potential' on the two circular boundries 

zero. If this positive pole is placed somewhere in the an¬ 

nular area, lines of flow of the current can be drawn, most 

of the current being seen to flow almost at once into the 

boundaries, but some of the current lines obviously extending 

entirely around the smaller circle. At some point on the 

opposite side of the ilate, tiere will be noticed a tendency 

of the current lines to turn away, leaving this point as a 

sort of isolated area, with no cunent lines through it. This 

point is what we snail call the point of equilibrium. 

ïïe can determine theoretically the position of this 

equilibrium point for a certain losition of the pole. Call 

the radius oi the larger boundary circle E, and that of the 

smaller one Eq. Then if we take the pole P anywhere on a 

circle concentric with the other two and of radius r0=^EEq , 

v/e can draw some conclusions as to E, the point of equilibrium. 

Principles of symmetry tell us trat E will be on the same 

diameter as will I. The statement is tuât E will lie on the 



circle with radius r0, also, i'o shot; this, suppose we make 

an inversion in the circle c0 (radius ro)« Points of the 

circle C will go into points of Cp, and vice versa; points 

outside C0 and inside C will go into points outside Cp and 

inside C0, and vice versa; and points of C0 transform into 

themselves. In particular, P will remain unchanged by the 

inversion, the region remains unaltered, and therefore the 

Green's Function is unchanged. ITow if E were outside Co, 

it would transform by inversion to a point E' inside C0, or 

if inside, it would go outside. Put this contradicts the 

statement that our region was unaltered by the inversion pro¬ 

vided we assume E unique, whence it follows that E must be 

on C0. Hence P and E are symmetrical with respect to the 

origin, 0. 

She problem was to vest, in a physical experiment, the 

validity of the above argument, and to see wliat change in 

Position was undergone by E when P was moved off C0, both 

outside and inside. 

A lead plate was secured and turned down on a lathe so 

as to make the surface very smooth and the thickness (about 

1/16 In.) as uniform as possible. This plate was bounded uy 

two concentric circles of radii Kp- 1.9 cm. and R= 10 cm. 

She plate was glued to a cylindrical block of wood so as to 

insure rigidity. Around the block of wood, touching the lead 

plate on G, ran a copper band in the form of a hollow cylin¬ 

der (height 2 cm., thickness .3 cm., and inside diameter 20 

cm). She top of this cylindrical band was practically flush 
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with, the lead plate and was soldered on to it. Connecting 

on Cp, and soldered to it, was another "brass cylinder which 

rose to a height of about five or six centimeters above the 

plate* This was capped with a copper disc on which was mount¬ 

ed a screw for electrical connections. The problem then was 

to connect C and Cp by a good conductor. 

For this purpose a glass vessel was obtained whose 

diameter was about 25 cm. and whose height some 6 cm. From 

the edge of this glass dish a glass tube, fitted to the dish’s 

side, extended down to the bottom of the vessel and thence to 

the exact middle of it. This tube was sealed to the dish, P, 

with beeswax. A copper wire was run through the tube down to 

the middle of P, where connection was made with a platinum 

wire, the latter being sealed into the glass, leaving its 

tip exposed. The other end of the v.ire, at P’s edge, was 

free for connections. 

The plate, constructed as described, with three ebonite 

blocks sealed on the bottom for sxipports, was set down into 

P, the ebonite supports extending out far enough to the side 

to insure a snug fit in the vessel, llercury was poured into 

P so as to extend aboizt 5mm. up the copper Land around the 

plate. Care had to be taken that the apparatus should not 

float on the mercxiry, thus preventing possible irregularities 

in the electrical connections. 

The amalgam between the copper Land and the mercury 
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was hastened by rubbing the copier with nitric acid. 

ITow the wire extending from the glass tube was connect¬ 

ed to the circle Cp by way of the brass cylinder. Some point 

Q on this wire had to be determined so that the drop of poten¬ 

tial from Q to Ci, would be the same as that from Q to C. 

ITote that a current in passing from 3 to Cp passes aPonm the 

wire to the brass cylinder, thence to tie lead plate; while 

from Q to C, the route is along the wire to the platinum tip, 

then radially through the mernury to the copper band, thence 

to C on the lead plate. 

Before proceeding to the regular experiment, a test 

was made to see whetner the plate was uniform or not. To 
* « 

do this, current from two dry cells was admitted to Cp and 

taken out at C, by means of the connections described above. 

Since the durrent flow is radial from the inner to tre outer 

circle, the ecjuipotential curves should be circles concentric 

with the two boundary ones. To plot these curves, a galvan¬ 

ometer was used and the two leads were fastened to needles, 

sewing needles soldered into brass rods about 10 cms. long. 

One of these needles was fixed in the lead 2'late (not too 

deeply) v/hile the other was moved around until the galvan¬ 

ometer gave no deflection; that is, until there was no current 

flowing between the needles, which meant they were on the 

same epuipotential curve. The two dry cells were sufficient 

to make the apparatiis so accurate that a misplacement of the 

needle 1 mm. from the curve was very easily detected. 
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It was noticed that, even with, the needles off the 

plate and entirely disconnected, there was a big deflection 

of the galvanometer, This was tiaced to the coil resistance 

which had to be stood on end to eliminate this spurious effect 

Furthermore, it was found tnat, with t^c current flow¬ 

ing, there was a deflection of the galvanometer when the sec¬ 

ond needle was inserted, even thoug i its position was apparent 

ly near the required curve. To avoid this effect, a switch 

was put in the circuit, and the needles were put in place be¬ 

fore the circuit was closed. Y/hen the second needle was in¬ 

serted, the deflection already noted, due to thermal E.LI.F. 's 

in the plate, occurred. Thus a new zero point for the galvan¬ 

ometer was noted and the switch then closed, uny further 

effects would be superimposed by the applied E.LI.F. , as was 

desired. After a while heat effects would begin to arise, 

but the effect due to actual difference of potential was 

easily distinguished by the rapidity with which it acted. 

«JF Plotting the eq. ipotential curves in the fashion, the plate 

was found to be fairly uniform except very near C, where two 

outward bulges appeared in the curve. For the purpose of 

the experiment, however, the plate was q.ite regular enough. 

It may be noted that the radius along which the positions of 

P were to be taken was selected so as to devide the distance 

between the two bulges in the equipotential curve. 

The real experiment was now undertaken. P, another 

needle similar to the ones already described, was placed on 
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the selected radius and ou the circle of radius r0 =• )|KRp , 

and it was connected to the positive pole of the "battery form¬ 

ed by placing the two dry cells in series. The negative pie 

was connected to Q, the point already described. In trying 

to determine a position for Q which would make the potential 

on C and Cp the same, it was at once apparent that a compro¬ 

mise must be adopted, due to the relatively low resistance of 

the lead plate. If the required relation was obtained for any 

two specific points on C and Cp, it held for no other points. 

Hence an approximation had to be made. One of the galvanometer 

needles was placed at the point where the radius through P 

cut C. Then on Cp three points were taken which trisected 

the circle, one of these points being located at the inter¬ 

section of the radius with Cp. The other two were then equi¬ 

distant from any point on the radius through P. Call these 

I-oints 11 and LI', and the intersection of the radius with C, H. 

How 3 was ] laced so that the potential at U, 11 and 11' was the 

same, when current was admitted at P and taken out at the two 

circles C and Cp. (See diagram for this construction). 

By the method previously described, equipotential lines 

about P were plotted by using the galvanometer and dotting 

the points thus located \riith white chalk. According to the 

theory, one of these equipotential curves should touch or 

intersect itself, indicating a point of equilibrium, and this 

point should be on C0 and on the diameter through P, by sym¬ 

metry. Here, hov/ever, arose the same difficulty which was 
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confronted in trying to moke C and Ci of tlie same potential. 

The fact was that the resistance of the lead plate was 

of a degree quite comparable to that of the whole circuit, 

hence it was impossible to secure a zero potential oa C and 

Cl. one of the conditions of the experiment. Consequently 

it turned out that no point of equilibrium appeared on the 

plate, the equipotential lines on the side of the plate op¬ 

posite P running into Cp instead of turning back around it. 

Hence no quantitative results could be obtained, only qual¬ 

itative shiftings of the point of equilibrium. The points 

determined were dotted with white lead and a photograph of 

the plate was made. 

P was now moved out along the radius a distance of 1 cm., 

Q's position adjusted so as to make the potentials at IT, 1.1 

and 1.1* the same, and more equipotential curves plotted by the 

foregoing method. Hie result seemed to indicate that the 

point of equilibrium had shifted in toward the center of the 

circles, 0, through the only means of telling this was the 

curvature of the plotted curves. 

P was next moved in toward the center of the circles 

a distance of 1 cm., and curves plotted as before, the posi¬ 

tion of Ci having been redetermined. The new curves appeared 

to show that t*e point E had moved outward beyond any position 

it had previously occupied, though no exact measurements were 

possible. lictures were taken of all the sets of curves obtained. 
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The results of this experiment, then, seemed to indicate that 

when P is moved outward from C0, E moves inward, though noth¬ 

ing more definite can he said, owing to the fact that the 

apparatus used was a very poor approximation to the condi¬ 

tions desired. 

Due to the wholly unsatisfactory charactex of the ex¬ 

periment as described for the lead plate, a new scheme was 

adopted. Arguing that the prime objection to the first method 

of procedure was the comparatively small resistance of the , 

lead, the logical plan would be to obtain some plate with a 

very high resistance. Accordingly, a plate was made in the 

following manner: 

A large piece of white cardboard, something less than 

1 mm. in thickness, was selected and placed on a drawing 

board previously ascertained to be very nearly level. Some 

oarbon ink (Higgin's American Ideal India Ink) was applied 

to the cardboard with a soft, thick brush, the layer of ink 

being a very generous one. The ink was put on by brushing 

in two perpendicular directions, to avoid any asymmetrical 

distribution or any orientation of the coating. The ink was 

brushed continually and systematically until thoroughly dry, 

in order to erase all traces of bubbles and to make the coat¬ 

ing as uniform as possible, .after a v/ait of several minutes, 

so that the ink might have time to dry out compile tely, another 

coat, exactly like the first, was applied in the same way. 
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In this manner a very thin, fairly uniform layer of carbon 

was obtained, a plate with a very high resistance. 

The lead plate apparatus was dismantled, the copper 

band and brass cylinder were taken and polished very care¬ 

fully on one base, and were then set down on the carbon jlate, 

exactly in the relation which had existed on the lead plate. 

Weights were placed on both so as to insure good contact with 

the carbon, and to make the connection even more intimate and 

secure, the boundaries were fed ?ri.th the ink until no more 

could be retained. 

The connection between the battery and the outer copper 

boundary, C, was made by means of a short piece of copper 

wire, soldered to two diametrically opposite points on the 

copper ring (outer boundary). This was thought to be suffi- 
I 

cient, since the copper band, a good conductor, should dis¬ 

tribute the current about equally to all points of the outer 

circle C of the carbon plate. 

Due to the highly multiplied resistance, a larger bat¬ 

tery had to be used, one with an E.II.I’. of 80 volts. Also, 

in place of the galvanometer was substituted a quadrant elec¬ 

trometer with translucent scale about a half meter’s length 

from the insturment. The charge on the needle was about 80 

volts, supplied by B batteries. All batteries, as well as the 

electrometer itself, were set up on ebonite blocks, so as to 

avoü any disturbing electrical effects. At this distance of 

about 50 cms., it was found that 1 volt gave a deflection of 
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about 6 or 7 cms. on the scale. Tests were made throughout 

the experiment to determine whether or not the instrument was 

sensitive enough for all parts of the plate. 

As in the case of the lead plate, a test was now made 

on the carbon plate to determine its uniformity of thickness. 

Current was admitted at Cp and taken out at C, giving a rad¬ 

ial f1ow from the inner to the outer boundary which should 

produce circles, concentric with C and Cl, as the equipoten- 

tial curves, provided the plate were uniform. Two such curves 

were plotted by the use of the needles, as before, one rela¬ 

tively near the inner boundary, the other near the outer one. 

These'curves, instead of being circles, were ellipses, the in¬ 

ner one of greater eccentricity than the outer one, but both 

having their major axes in the same direction. The deyiiation 

of these curves from the ideal circular form was not consider¬ 

ed so great as to introduce very big discrepancies. 

The radius on which P was to be located was taken along 

the minor axes of these two ellipses, so that any sort of dis¬ 

tortion in the curves to be obtained would be symmetrical about 

this line. 

Instead of using a sharp needle point for the pole con¬ 

nection, the needle was filed off and the brass rod ground 

down until a circular contact point one-eighth inch in dia¬ 

meter was obtained. This was for the purpose cf preventing 

a very large drop of potential near the pole. 

For the actual experiment, the wire which had been sol¬ 

dered to the outer copper ring was connected also to the brass 
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cylinder, that is, to Cp. The pole was supposed first to he 

placed on the intersection of the selected radius with Co, the 

circle of radius r0 = jKRp . On calculation it was found that 

r0 — fis =4 .36 cms. !The pole was placed at the point thus de¬ 

termined. Current was now admitted at P and taken out at C 

and Cp, and equipotential curves were plotted. 

In plotting the required curves, the method was es¬ 

sentially as "before, with the electrometer substituted for 

the galvanometer. A switch was placed in the circuit, and no 

current was admitted until the two needles had been placed 

in the plate, the grounding key of the electrometer had been 

removed, and care had been taken to note that the zero posi¬ 

tion of the electrometer mirror was maintained on the scale. 

Then current v/as admitted to the plate by connecting the 

switch, and the needles were adjusted, by this method, until 

a sufficient number of points had been located. 

Owing to the very high resistance of the carbon plate, 

tue potential at C and Cp was practically zero, and the equi¬ 

potential curves now assumed the expected snape, none of them 

cutting into Cp, as was the case with the lead plate. 

17 ien the curves were plotted around on the side of the 

region opposite to P, more potential had to be supplied to P 

in order to maintain sufficient sensitivity. The highest 

potential used was 400 volts. 

The point of equilibrium was now plainly indicated by 
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a point at which, the equipotential curve in that region ex¬ 

tended out to touch itself in a sort of pint of tangency; or 

perhaps to form a multiple point. At this point there would 

clearly he no line „f flow, since there is no fall of poten- 

tial. For the pole P on the circle C0, the theory says that 

E, the point of equilibrium,should he on C0 also. Actually, 

E was found to he at a distance 4.2fa ems. from the center, 0, 

while C0 had a radius r0= 4.56. Hence the experimental er¬ 

ror was .06 cm. 

Leaving this result on the plate, other positions of 

the pole P were taken and the corresponding equipotential 

lines plotted, care being taken to avoid confusion. ol‘ tue 

various lines by using a different colored chalk for each 

new position of P. All results were plotted on the same plate 

so as to keep the conditions as uniform as possible. 

Calling 0 the center of the circles C and Cp, we shall 

note the following observations: 

For 0P= 4.36 cm., CE=4.28 cm. 

" 01= 3.41 cm., OS — 4.27 cm. 

" 01=5.55 cm., 0E=4.2l cm. 

" 01=7.77 cm., OE =T 4.24 cm. 

Thus experiment would seem to show that moving P has 

very little if any effect on the position of E, which is seen 

to be very near C0. Since C end Cp are not absolutely at zero 

potential, we should expect our x^esults to be a little smaller 



than in the ideal case. Ihen, too, when rhe ellipses were 

plotted, there was seen to he a sort of constriction along the 

diameter through I and E. TJe might suppose, then, that tne 

position of E is constant; or more likely, that it changes 

very lit-le as P is moved along the radius. Iliis latter is 

the result which would seem to he substantiated hy the theory, 

as ve snail see. 

In preparing the results, each set of curves was trans- 

ferred to a single white cardboard plate, the dots heiig m'de 

of ink, with the use of a drop pen. Photographs were then 

made of the individual plates. 

In comparing the results obtained hy the two methods, 

it set ms only logical to give preference to those gotten 

by the use of the carbon plate, since it so very closely 

approximates the desired conditions and for the oue case 

wnieh we can solve theoretically, namely, P on C0, gives the 

result piedicted, within the limits of experimental error, 

flie apparent shifting of E in the lead-plate method must he 

explained by the very arbitrary way in which we kept the 

potential at three points, LI, I.1, and 1! at a fixed relation, 

whatever the position of P, thus making the îelative dis¬ 

tribution of potential different in each new case. 
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Theory 

Goursat, in his Cours D'Analyse, 

Vol. Ill, p 191 suggests a problem,with 

method of treatment, which applies to 

our case precisely* 

Consider two circles, C and Clt 

with center at origin, O , having a3 radii 

£ and 1?, (R>R, ) , and consider the two 

functions and V(<9) , continuous and 

of period 2TT , satisfying the conditions of 

Dirichlet. These functions are developable in Tourier series 

which are uniformly convergent. 

1) 
- 7° + ( Û»» (b«P -f- J 

OQ 

He shows that there can he set up a function, harmonic in 

the annular area between C and C , , and reducing to ^isj) 

and to V(<?) respectively on the two circles, being 

the argument vhich corresponds to a point P or ^ on @ 

or C| . Take 

f\.,Q) -= Ao ■+• Bo ** -*■ I ^ + 
. c~, U, being constant coefficients* All the terms 
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of this series are harmonic functions in the region. ïïe wish, 

now, to choose the coefficients in such a manner that 

reduces to U(s) when A - ^ , and to V(<9) where A= f?, . 

Ue get, thus, these relations: 

A.+ G.A^ , A1*lT+6..fr‘V a„ , C». fT+D„. E'% 

21
 A0+ ft a, R,« * , A„ (zT +6» (?7= C- p~ *~'p~ 

which determines the coefficients. 

T/e are going to consider the Green’s l’unetion 

-+U-IA,»). 

'ulhen H is on ^ , we have 

jlrv.o - ^ fh> +«■»' — 
and when h is on (^i , we have 

IlenGet for h.h)to toe zero on the boundaries, we rust have 

U(<?> = l^h-p , and VH) = M»f| 

By noting equations 1) , and recalling the expressions for 
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the Fourier coefficients, we have 

/nr 
dL<’ * TT Ç ^ 1 

T 

s) fl"si ) jL^1op(Uo 

k- i r4»-p^^ 

<•' 4 £ ^ h.P. n 

V l^. M* P, tr» rh«î ^ 

ir £>y*.«*»■»<* 

ITow referring to our figure, note that 

- \pP ■+A* , where ~ 

/ JUJ. Mop = JU^, 

Referring to a problem in Goursati Cours D’Analyse (Toi. Ill, 

p. 238* Ho. 7) we can write 

X*_. hop- JUj (Z\r\ï-i,A»R<~'t'Yx - U^R+^l M- 

(ilote: V/e can apply this, since —* <1 , one of the 

necessary conditions). 

lutting this value of log in equations 3), we get 

4) Oo - 'L R , ** - •£ ^ “ i (j?) firi^ ** d« 
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Likewise , 
l*, ' Lhfr/' 

- A^A* Xo ^ * 

Uhere ^ - *$" 

(üühis eirpansion can Le performed since £jo •<• I ) 

Substituting in 3), we get 

_ M 
— Jfe- 

/>*" 
p.«o _ 

<^0= Z1+1 A 
t 

- -1 fâ r^v I <Lo flr» 6 
fi 

± 
rn 

6 
y&’Vvs ^ ^ ^ 

How referring Lack to equations 2), and noting 4) and 5), we 

have 
A„+e. H R- 

Ao^fio JU| R| ■ ^ Ao 

’• ^3r #,= A* 

"■ - • # 

A„= -u. eci- a.) 
' £î) 

-- He 

= JU-, g H %« 
/ 6 **i p. 

'. A© “ ^ H Xo 

h l 

tu - 
H *° 

. feu 
Al p 
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Keferring again to equations 2) and noting 4) and 5), 

A rn R + ^ ■* (^) C-4C» »>» 0*. 

Am '+ ~ "m (J^) ^ 
or, ie\/riting, 

Ary, + fSrv, ^ (jl-1-) rvx tio 

Am + frrv, (/U ^ ^ 

•■ a~U?r-«■-) - -i ^.f- 

- Bo>__ _ jjj.r~ (%A fr‘ 
RT'") 

J.S 0 

/L (?^+ 6„ - 

A». R.~-H3». 

J- A# tv» rv\ &t m. 

(L/a m 0o 

.. ^ (*'- O - -1 \»r- (&/J iua me, 

- . U--fëîU~» 
» (f.-- K.”) 
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Solving in the same ray for Cm and Dm. in the équations 

Cm r+^ R’*" ■- ■“fe- (jt.) ^ 

<?,"V 0- *r- -m *• 

we get 

KTl • 
\ A* / ) ** &0 n?~ 

*>(.(? 
X *v |T) 

b 
| (if 

/A* \*0 
\^ / \ P*** **^6 

rh ' 
*r~) 

Recalling the equation for the Green's Function, 

M-n 
L + u_ t A> »-) 

vie can substitute for u.(A,0-) und get the desired result, 

note, first, that 

. _ i*"- (£T ( 

6) 

A-"' j Am hie f ~ ^—-L. cva m (,e-É>o) 

AT °* 1Cxo rHH Dm f —\ irv» do) 

(»ev~ f?r") 

“ '•S + —k—jhRS x. ♦- SA ^ R | 
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where 
HoM - A*—ïyi*/L<L«o(>-è., 

To simplify results, substitute the values Ri-I , R~€ 

ITote that 6 - ôo -TT , if be the iole, and 

he the point of equilibrium. The geometric mean eiicle has a 

radius \fe . 

As regards the equilibrium point, E, there is no 

fall of potential ct the joint, in ai:y lirection, which means 

analytically that 

^3- = O , ana -- O 

bTe crn easily see that if we take of 6), the result vd.ll 

be 0, since we shall have only term., with (.ô - *.) , 

nrl crnr»e 0- Ô* =7T , the result becomes zero. 

If we form , we shall feet a function fr(At^) . 

Our former argument has shown that at the values A= tfê , (k 

that is, for the pole and equilibrium point on the geometric 

mean circle, we should get ^ L ^ -o • This was found to be 

the case, moreover, our erperiment might lead us to think 

that, for /t =. v'e , set equal to O would give 

an identity in Ao, meaning that r hatever the distance of the 

iole from the center 0} = o showing the equiliurium 

joC!nt to be on the geometric mean circle. On foinring this 

derivative, we get 
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1 x - ^3*» - £ — 
) 

05 i^TT (Ar-y>:"')'o 

ahich is not an identity. Henoe the equilibrium point is 

not disced, lut evidently moves veryjslovzly. This being so, we 

should find that 

JLA, 

'n.*fc 

(LA. ! __ 0 

àAo I A - re 
n.*(Z 

Dote that defines A as a function of A* implicitly. 

Denote by ^ the function F(*,A.) . To satisfy the conditions 

at the point of equilibrium, e have 

F ( A>Ao) =■ o 

Hence 
JJ (U -h d/l* - o 

djl - 
dflo 

__ 'è-f 

V_£ 
OA 

This should be zero rhen - ie. • To test this, it is 

'bFl 
sufficient to form l • This v;as done, and it was found 

* -V& 
that 

rt 
- 1 - I - 7 rhc^^TT ) y I Je'* „ 

>/5» ^ ' - 
A^r 

--ni + H /n e- ( 



For this to "be = © 9 it is necessary only to show tLt the 

alternating seiiec 

f(-tr»1 ,_i 
Z7, e"-l % 

To date, it has leen impossible to ^how this. It way he 
<5 (_iŸm 

added, oo a matter of interest, tnat tne sum -Q •+■ L. , 
O m -I tz ~| 

was computed on a calculating nachine, »* running from 1 to ly. e' 

and the resulting sum was found to he ~ .OOÛOJOll^ To all 

appearances, then, '&*.'***£ 

Ilf I __ ’ s At 

'‘MA,» '° » “'hence £i 
J /i#-fc J^7 . . ' /«i 

~ 0 , which \ as indicated tj the experiment. 
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aavice during the progress of the work. To the Ilathematics 

and fnysics departments in general, and to Ir. "5. a. Heaps in 

particuljr, he also tenuers nis sincereat tnanks for their 

wholly unstinted cooperation. 
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1. Equipotential lines on lead plate with. 

pole (l) on C0 . 
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2. Equipqtential lines on lead pi .te with. 

P one-half inch outside 0o . 
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3. Equipotential lines on lead plate with. 

E one-half inch inside G<» . 
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4. Equipotential lines on carbon plate, 

current flowing from C., to C , to show the 

uniformity of the plate. 
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5. Squipotential lines on carton plate with P on 0o . 
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6. Equipotential lines on carbon plate with P 

1 cm inside 0o • 
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7. Equipotential lines on carbon plate with. P 

1 ca outside 0o • 
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8. Equipotential linos on carton plate with P 

3 era outside CQ . 
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